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2mm RIMFIRE fire Blanks/FULL 100
Cartridges with Antique BOX

$749.90

ONE HUNDRED (100) Alfred Nobel & Co. 2mm RIMFIRE
Blanks/Caps
This is for ONE HUNDRED (100) 2mm RIMFIRE miniature caps WITH the Antique
Round Cardboard Box
DO NOT ORDER FOR PINFIRE MINIATURE GUNS, instead use this link
These are ANTIQUE, no longer in production anywhere - but as some wonderful 2mm
miniaturee guns are made to fire RIMFIRE caps/blanks (no pin!), we are grateful to
have found these extremely hard to find rarities. We can NOT GUARANTEE THEY WILL
WORK, BUT THEY LOOK IN AMAZING CONDITION AND TEST-FIRING HAS HAD ZERO
FAILURES. The price is relative to the rarity and we are doing our best to bring them to
our customers without much mark-up. If you wish to order more than 1 order (each order
comes with 100 ENTIRE BOX of RIMFIRE caps/blanks, then contact us so we can work
out a price commiserate with this larger bulk order. These work great with the Tom
Weston 2mm Belmex, and some of Bob Urso's minis designed for RIMFIRE, the 2mm
Kolibris, and all other miniature 2mm RIMFIRE guns. If you collect miniature guns, blanks
or ammo, or need some to fire off that 1952 Tom Weston Ivory handled Belmex for the
first time, this is your lucky day! They measure 2.75mm long, 2.15mm at the neck, 3mm
wide at the base of the rim, the rim is 0.9mm tall, and the inside wall of the cap is just
0.15mm thick.
If you are interested in ordering multiple orders of these very collectible Alfred Nobel & Co
cardboard-boxes with 100 2mm rimfire caps in each, please contact us so we can work
out a price commiserate with a larger bulk order .
Click on the photo to the right for a larger view
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